To determine how land is affected by a planning scheme...

1. Locate the relevant map number from this INDEX TO MAPS.

2. To establish current zoning check the relevant map titled ZONES.
   Zoning is indicated by a black outline containing an alphanumeric code and may have a colour infill.
   A complete legend of all codes for this scheme is below and in the written part of the scheme.

3. Additional planning overlays are shown on separate map sheets, with the appropriate heading and suffix added to the number (e.g. HERITAGE OVERLAY MAP No. HO). On these maps the planning controls are identified by a black outline with a grey infill containing the alphanumeric code (e.g. HO1).

NOTE: Remember that these overlays are additional to the zoning information.

---

**AMENDMENT C369melb**

**NOTICE**

This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria and its employees do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any kind or is wholly appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may arise from relying on any information in this publication.

---

**Index to Maps**

1. 1HO 1PO 1SSO
   2. 2CLPO 2DDOPT3 2EO 2EO 2PAO 2SSO 2SCQ
   3. 3HO 3LSIO 3PAO
   4. 4EO 4EO 4ESO 4PO 4SSO
   5. 5CLPO 5DDOPT3 5EO 5EO 5PAO 5SSO 5SCQ
   6. 6EO 6LSIO
   7. 7CLPO 7DDOPT3 7EO 7EO 7PAO 7SSO 7SCQ
   8. 8EO 8EO 8ESO 8PO 8SSO
   9. 9CLPO 9DDOPT3 9EO 9EO 9PAO 9SSO 9SCQ
   10. 10EO 10LSIO
   11. 11DDO 11DDOPT1 11DDOPT2 11DDOPT3 11DDOPT4 11EO 11EO 11PAO 11SSO 11SCQ
   12. 12EO 12EO 12ESO 12PO 12SSO 12SCQ
   13. 13EO 13EO 13ESO 13PO 13SSO 13SCQ
   14. 14EO 14EO 14ESO 14PO 14SSO 14SCQ
   15. 15EO 15EO 15ESO 15PO 15SSO 15SCQ

---

**Legend**

- **Commercial Zone (C1Z)**
- **Commercial Zone (C2Z)**
- **Industrial Zone (IN1Z)**
- **Industrial Zone (IN3Z)**
- **Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ)**
- **Cemetery/crematorium (PUZ5)**
- **Education (PUZ2)**
- **Health and Community (PUZ3)**
- **Local Government (PUZ6)**
- **Other Public Use (PUZ7)**
- **Service and Utility (PUZ1)**
- **Transport (PUZ4)**
- **General Residential Zone (GRZ1)**
- **Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ1)**
- **Residential Growth Zone (RGZ)**
- **Special Purpose**
  - **Capital City Zone (CCZ1)**
  - **Docklands Zone (DZ1)**
  - **Port Zone (PZ)**
- **Commonwealth Land Not Controlled By Planning Scheme (CA)**
- **Overlays**
  - **City Link Project Overlay (CLPO)**
  - **Development Plan Overlay (DPO1)**
  - **Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO1)**
  - **Heritage Overlay (HO)**
  - **Incorporated Plan Overlay (IPO)**
  - **Infrastructure Contributions Overlay (ICO1)**
  - **Parking Overlay (PO1)**
  - **Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO1)**
  - **Road Closure Overlay (RXO)**
  - **Special Building Overlay (SBO)**
  - **Specific Controls Overlay (SCO1)**
  - **Design and Development Overlay (DDO1)**

---

**Disclaimer**

The information provided is an extract from the Melbourne Planning Scheme. For the full details, please refer to the original scheme.